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There is a tension btwn the public interest and private interest of an org- the 

need to strengthen the org from within, membership concerns, financial 

management, etc Money is a key resource, how do you keep costs low and 

profile high
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The Americans make associations to give entertainments, to found seminaries, 

to build inns, to construct churches, to diffuse books, to send missionaries to 

the antipodes; in this manner they found hospitals, prisons, and schools. If 

“Wherever it is proposed to inculcate some truth or to foster some feeling by 

the encouragement of a great example, they form a society. Wherever at the 

head of some new undertaking you see the government in France, or a man of 

rank in England, in the United States you will be sure to find an association.” 

De Tocqueville

Advocacy: represent interests of assn before govt bodies, court admin

Delivering performance  and making an impact over time- serving membership 

needs
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Exclusive membership was rejected when credentialing was not widely 

available

Restrictions will limit growth
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Stage I  : Members are attracted to org goals, sense of belonging

Seat-of-the-pants administration based on personal 

loyalty

Achievements: code of ethics, annual meetings, members’ 

directory, monograph series, occasional workshops, governance 

unclear

Assn. answers a need, gives an identity w/in hierarchical structure of courts

Competition with other orgs for name 

recognition

Volunteers == better if they have full time jobs!

Leadership vacuum- leaders have to see qualities in others to provide for 

future
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Procedure= Roberts Rules, no discussion of motives, Round Robin method

Directors’ handbook

Advocacy for standards, for identity as legal interps, in legal and quasi-legal 

settings

Create visibility for org- outreach with judgesm kaw enforcemt, govt agencies, 

commy groups
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Time poverty: a full time job to run an org.

Leader as stabilizer in chaos, creating consensus is a talent

Organizational 
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Power in numbers, flattening membership. AOs don’t release contact data for 

interps, don’t want interps to be org 

Attract more cert interps

Use of social media, video 

Bd survey– all wanted training, bd service sometimes frustrating or contentious

Board training needed

Media training needed

Negotiation training needed
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NAJIT MEMBERSHIP PROFILE

Active  78%921  administrator2Associate 8%98  Comp2

Corporate 4%47 Corporate Sponsor10 Honorary2 Life5

Organizational 3%   31Special Organizational2

Student 5%58      Subscriber2 TOTAL: 1180
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Develop services to meet the needs   

training to lead to credentialing

AIM: consistent profl performance

What do we know and what are we willing to do about it?

Conversation on every level

Alliances- in govt, ct admin, univ

Harnessing new technology – importance of innovation, social media

Digital immigrants vs. digital natives (120 milllion) 


